
Flashback Hint Files



Maze

1. Talk to Alex Dill to get the rules needed for the Maze.

2. Work the maze from the starting point in the top le� corner. Tip: Use a pencil in

case you need to erase a wrong turn or place the image in a page protector and

use a dry erase marker.



DJ

1. DJ Millennium gives you the information you need for the playlist. He mentions

the total time of the playlist was 24:27. He also mentions three of the seven songs

on the playlist. Take the total times of those songs and subtract that time from

24:27. Remember, seconds aren’t decimals.

2. This will leave you with 13:32. You’re looking for four songs that would equal

13:32. Once you have figured it out, use all seven songs that make up the playlist

and give them to the DJ.

3. If you have trouble finding the remaining four songs you need, start with the

shortest songs.



Wordsearch

1. You will need to have solved DJ Millennium’s puzzle first to fully solve this

puzzle.

2. DJ Millenium mentions to only find the TV shows on the word search. If you are

unsure, you can find mention of every TV show elsewhere in the text in the loose

section. The TV shows are Blossom, Buffy, Doug, Fresh Prince, Friends,

Gargoyles, Pokemon, Rugrats, Saved by the Bell, Seinfeld, Home Improvement,

and Xena.

3. Once you find all of the TV shows, the lines should form 3 numbers.



Crew Area

1. You will need to have solved the playlist puzzle for DJ Millennium and the word

search before solving this.

2. The DJ tells you the name of the person to ask for in the crew area, and the word

search gives you the numbers you need.



Computer

1. Mike Wallas says there is a hint to the password on the screen that reads, “Y2K -

SOHAMGVCFHG”

2. The Y2K is the clue on how to decipher the text accompanying it. Consider the

“2” as the word “to.”

3. Start by writing out the alphabet, then write it again just below with everything

shi�ed, so Y is equal to K, like this:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

MNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJKL

You will now be able to decode the text. It starts with “eat…”



Usernames - Who is Who
1. Once you have unlocked the computer, you will see the instant messenger chat

log. You will need to determine who from your suspect list uses what screen

name to help with an elimination.

2. Read the chat log along with the suspect interviews to find mentions of

hobbies/interests and other key information that will help you determine who is

who. Not all of the suspects will have usernames.



Putt-Putt
1. Trevor says the putt-putt golf course has holes dedicated to the fan-favorite ‘90s

movies and that you will use the movie list. He also mentions that he doesn’t

know what his boss “was trying to POINT to” and that he is as lost as if he was

“in the Bermuda TRIANGLE.” Look at the movie list and see if there is a

common element for each year.

2. The same triangle shows up in the background nine times. Each one is pointing

to a movie. These are the fan favorites.

3. For example, the first movie is “Beauty and the Beast.” Make note of each film

and the first letter to tell Trevor.



Finished on the Upper Deck?

1. You will need to have completed all of the puzzles in this section before

attempting this.

2. You should have three suspects eliminated.



Who Got What Trophy?

1. The back of the dance poster has a sketch of the table and notes you were able to

recall about who sat where. Completing this will tell you who got what trophy

and be used later for an elimination.

2. Follow the notes listed carefully, starting with where we sat and where Jake was,

and continue until everyone has a seat that does not conflict with the notes.

3. Remember Britany is the only singer in the group, so she is who received the

award for the ‘Best Single (music).’



Elizabeth Shield
1. Elizabeth asks you to pick out two Beanie Babies for her but provides a list of

requirements.

2. Follow what she says along with the image of the shelf of Beanie Babies on the

Gi� Shop pamphlet to determine the two she wants.



Trivia/Housekeeping

1. Sylvia provides us with the trivia questions that she needs to have answered. If

you forgot or just didn’t know some, don’t worry - all of the answers are scattered

throughout the items you already have access to. For example, the music list from

DJ Millennium gives you the answer to the first question.

2. Once you have an answer for each question, give Sylvia the answers using the

letter associated with the correct answer.



Fortune Teller/Security Office
1. The event uses four decks. Brandy Norwood’s table number is thirteen. There are

five kilometers in the race. The cruise lasts 7 days.



Mid-deck

1. You will need to have completed every puzzle in this section to eliminate the

correct suspects.



Parker - Event Manager

1. Compare the written items on the table to the signed celebrity photos to

determine who signed what.

2. Pay attention to key elements like double letters or capital letters to help

determine whose handwriting is which. Remember that Parker mentions one of

the messages was written by you.



Arcade game

1. You will need to have solved Parker Buchanan’s puzzle before attempting this.

Emily gives you the rules for the game, but one platform is corrupted. Parker will

tell you what the corrupted platform says.

2. Parker says the corrupted platform is “- 6.” So following the rules Emily gives you

for the game, you will be able to arrange the enemies to end up with a strength of

7. Hint: place the enemy with 10 strength on the “x0” platform.



Final
1. You will need to have solved all of the puzzles before attempting this, including

the arcade game puzzle for Emily.

2. Emily gives you a master key to access Daisy’s room, where you find a coded

message. The key to solving the message is the “10 stacked head to toe” and the

grid will help in deciphering it as well.

3. You will need to take the letters in groups of 10 and place them into the grid from

top to bottom. Once you have done this, you can read the message The message

starts with “Daisy this is…”


